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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Return to Work Corporation of South Australia v BI (Contracting) Pty Ltd & Ors (SASCA) insurance - contributory negligence - whether evidence capable of supporting a finding that
injured person was exposed to asbestos during period of employment with second employer whether settlement entered into by a defendant and insurer discharged liability on part of the
insured - appeal allowed
Mining Standards International Pty Ltd v Atlantic Nickel Mineracao Ltda (FCA) - service
out of jurisdiction - service in Brazil - prima facie case established - discretion to refuse - implied
undertaking not to use documents obtained in the course of litigation - whether communication
to party who has provided documents contravenes rule - no necessary breach - application
granted
Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd v Atradius Credito Y Caucion S.A. De Seguros Y
Reaseguros (FCA) - determination on orders - insurance - dispute as to jurisdiction of Federal
Circuit and Family Court of Australia (Div 2) and Federal Court of Australia in relation to claim
for co-insurance - determination made
Eddy v Goulburn Mulwaree Council (NSWCA) - negligence - defences - Civil Liability Act
2002 (NSW), s45 - man fell and injured on ramp placed over repaving work outside shopping
centre - whether defendant Council had actual knowledge of particular risk the materialisation of
which resulted in harm - extent of specificity required by phrase “particular risk” - appeal
allowed
Alelaimat v Synergy Scaffolding Services (No 3) (NSWSC) - construction - breach of duty -
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damages - limitation - whether failure to institute safe system of work - systemic or casual
negligence - question of vicarious liability - plaintiff “ought to know” facts - whether plaintiff
knew that the injury was caused by the fault of the defendant - appeal allowed in part
Dearden v Ryan & Anor (QSC) - plaintiff set alight by third party using fuel source whilst on
defendant’s property - serious injuries - duty of care - whether scope of duty extended to
protecting plaintiff from being set alight - whether duty breached by inadequately storing fuel application granted
Adelaide (SA) Pools & Spa Manufacturing and Installation Pty Ltd v Westcourt General
Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd (No 3) (SASC) - insurance - agents and brokers - claim for
damages for personal contributions to ASA Group - case reopened to adduce additional
affidavit evidence in support of personal contributions - recoverability of interest - award of
interest as damages to applicants
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Return to Work Corporation of South Australia v BI (Contracting) Pty Ltd & Ors [2022]
SASCA 49
Supreme Court of South Australia - Court of Appeal
Kourakis CJ, Livesey P and Bleby JA
Appeal against decision of Supreme Court of South Australia Court of Appeal (SASC) - injured
person as worker employed by companies as carpenter in different periods - exposed to
asbestos products manufactured by respondent and asbestos products made by another
manufacturer of asbestos - decades later injured person commenced action in respect of lung
cancer against respondent as both employers were deregistered - respondent joined employers
as third parties and notified appellant as administrator of Statutory Revenue Fund under
Worker’s Compensation Act 1971 (SA) - also joined insurers of employers, including first
employer’s insurer, pursuant to s11 of the Dust Diseases Act as well as manufacturer of
asbestos, pursuant to Law Reform (Contributory Negligence and Apportionment of Liability) Act
2001 (SA) - settled with injured person and first employer’s insurer and manufacturer of
asbestos, but otherwise proceeded to trial - SASC found respondent, first and second
employers breached duty of care to worker - 75% of worker’s causative exposure to be
accounted for by worker’s employment with first employer, and 25% to be accounted for by
worker’s employment with second employer - found actions of respondent related only to
period of employment with first employer and it was necessary to make apportionment between
those two entities - respondent failed to prove causation during period of employment with
second employer, which was only period during which exposure to manufacturer of asbestos
products was relevant, treatment of applicable unjust enrichment issues might not be same appeal allowed.
Return to Work Corporation of South Australia v BI (Contracting) Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 21 June 2022]
Mining Standards International Pty Ltd v Atlantic Nickel Mineracao Ltda [2022] FCA 623
Federal Court of Australia
Derrington J
Estoppel - Anshun estoppel - unreasonable claim - application for order - respondent, owner of
nickel mine company, placed under receivership due to various indebtedness - parties entered
into sale agreement (agreement) where applicant would purchase respondent's assets,
including assignment of indebtedness to another entity - assets sold to third party following
termination of sale due to applicant's alleged non-satisfaction of finance condition - applicant,
respondent's receivers, and other entities involved in pending determination of validity of
termination of agreement before Western Australia Supreme Court (WASC) - applicant
commenced proceeding seeking relief for wrongful loss if contractual rights under agreement
and resultant loss of opportunity to acquire assets - sought leave pursuant to the Federal Court
Rules 2001 (Cth) to serve originating application and associated documents on respondent in
Brazil - applicant satisfied requirements for leave required and that there was no circumstances
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which would justify exercise of discretion to refuse leave - prima facie case that respondent
inhibited applicant's attempts to satisfy relevant conditions, thus, inhibiting completion of sale
agreement - respondent failed to comply with relatively high standards required in agreement existence of damage sustained by applicant had been established to required standard proceedings would not inevitably be stayed on Anshun estoppel principles or by reason of
abuse of process by virtue of pending WASC determination - present proceeding would not be
unfair to respondent as respondent was not party to WASC proceedings and not pursuing crossclaim against respondent was not unreasonable - nothing arising from circumstances of
possibility of breach of implied undertaking given in WASC proceedings - application granted.
Mining Standards International Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Monday, 20 June 2022]
Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd v Atradius Credito Y Caucion S.A. De Seguros Y
Reaseguros [2022] FCA 709
Federal Court of Australia
Allsop CJ
Insurance - federal jurisdiction - dispute as to jurisdiction of Federal Circuit and Family Court of
Australia (Div 2) and Federal Court of Australia in relation to claim for co-insurance - transfer
powers in s32AC of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) and s153 of the Federal
Circuit and Family Court of Australia Act 2021 (Cth) - unfortunate dispute about costs - applicant
sought leave to amend originating application by removing transfer orders and filing statement
of claim substantially in form filed in Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia (FCFCoA)
under s32AC of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) - respondent did not oppose leave
but sought for costs incidental to considering question of the FCFCoA's jurisdiction and costs
thrown away by reason of filing of amended originating application in Court - respondent not
entitled to costs of disputing Court's jurisdiction - unjust to make a costs order that costs in the
FCFCoA are costs in this Court which did not exclude the respondent's costs referable only to
properly considering the jurisdiction of the FCFCoA, which costs may be dealt with by the
FCFCoA - ordered applicant to file and serve amended originating application and statement of
claim - ordered respondent to file and serve defence - determination made.
Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd
[From Benchmark Friday, 24 June 2022]
Eddy v Goulburn Mulwaree Council [2022] NSWCA 87
Supreme Court of New South Wales - Court of Appeal
Bell CJ , Gleeson and Kirk JA
Negligence - defences - (NSW) Civil Liability Act 2002 s45 - particular risk - appeal against
decision of New South Wales District Court (NSWDC) - appellant fell and was injured when
ramp on which applicant was walking slipped from under - ramp had been placed over repaving
work outside shopping centre - respondent local council had twice been notified about problems
with ramps in work area where accident took place - respondent sought to rely on immunity in
Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) s45 - District Court Judge Strathdee found that s45 applied
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because ramp encountered by appellant was of different type to subject of two prior notifications
and that no evidence that respondent was aware of particular risk - second notification made to
respondent was in respect of same kind of ramp as ramp on which appellant fell - respondent
had actual knowledge of risk that smaller ramps which were involved in incident involving
appellant were unstable unless secured - word "particular" in s45 was meant to require greater
specificity than those that arose for other references to risk in Act, or than arose under common
law principles - what was necessary in applying s45 was meaningfully to capture practical reality
of risk which came home - provision's purpose was to limit liability of roads authorities for liability
arising from omissions unless with actual knowledge of particular danger, therefore had some
opportunity to respond - risk of which respondent had actual knowledge was very specific risk in
very specific area and therefore, had actual knowledge of particular risk, materialisation of which
resulted in harm - appeal allowed.
Eddy v Goulburn Mulwaree Council
[From Benchmark Monday, 20 June 2022]
Alelaimat v Synergy Scaffolding Services (No 3) [2022] NSWSC 536
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Campbell J
Negligence - duty of care - breach of duty - damages - plaintiff claims damages for personal
injury suffered as result of work site accident in 2012 - whether first defendant contractor or
second defendant sub-contractor employer was responsible - whether proceedings commenced
within relevant limitation period; whether associated statutory indemnities or contribution
applicable in circumstances - relevant risk of injury identified as risk of injury to person within
class of persons working near manual process of dismantling scaffold by reason of dismantled
component falling and striking member of that class - reasonable person in charge of
dismantling scaffold would have taken precautions against risk of harm by creating an exclusion
zone - first defendant solely liable in damages for injury suffered by plaintiff - no evidence
anyone associated with second defendant ever gave any instruction to plaintiff about where or
how to perform work - no evidence anyone from second defendant or any other identified labour
hire "sub-contractor" might have been utilised by first defendant - no evidence anyone
"employed" by second defendant was on site on day of accident - first defendant came under
duty to use reasonable care to ensure that system of work for dismantling scaffolding at the
work site was safe - second defendant not liable because premises and system of work were
not under its control - second defendant had no control over general process of disassembly of
scaffolding or over scaffolders engaged in task - no power to co-ordinate or direct their activities
- no opportunity to enquire about conditions at worksite, what system of work was in place and
of competence of those in charge - not shown to have breached an employer's duty of
reasonable care - court not satisfied plaintiff's claim was statute barred - plaintiff was aware he
had suffered an injury - not satisfied whether he knew or ought to have known that his injury
was caused by the fault of first defendant - belief that his "employer (was) negligent" insufficient
- not demonstrated that plaintiff had actual or constructive knowledge that he had sufficient
prospects of recovering enough damages for it to be worthwhile litigating - judgment for the
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plaintiff against the first defendant - judgment for the second defendant against the plaintiff appeal allowed in part.
Alelaimat v Synergy Scaffolding Services (No 3)
[From Benchmark Monday, 20 June 2022]
Dearden v Ryan & Anor [2022] QSC 111
Supreme Court of Queensland
Crow J
Tort - negligence - duty of care - breach of duty - damages - application for damages - plaintiff
invited to birthday party held on the property of the defendants and eventually left and walked
from party over to carpark, found swag, placed upon ground and went to sleep - group of 10
young men went to plaintiff to pull prank then stood around attempting to wake plaintiff - one of
young men claimed someone handed lighter and began to light with fire plaintiff's clothes - duty
of care arose to protect plaintiff from risk of harm in being burnt by fire because of actions of
defendants as occupiers in firstly making accelerant petrol available and making large amount
of alcohol available to large group of young persons, some of whom were likely to become
intoxicated - defendants were liable in negligence - plaintiff suffered serious injuries and nature
and extent were properly described in reports of expert witnesses - damages are assessed
pursuant to the Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld) - where assessment of general damages, damages
for diminution of earning capacity, damages for care and service, special damages and future
medical expenses are in issue - defendant was liable for damages to applicant - damages
assessed at $600,797.55 - ordered judgment for plaintiff against respondent for sum of
$600,797.55 - ordered judgment for defendant against third party in sum of $420,558.29 application granted.
Dearden
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 22 June 2022]
Adelaide (SA) Pools & Spa Manufacturing and Installation Pty Ltd v Westcourt General
Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd (No 3) [2022] SASC 58
Supreme Court of South Australia
Doyle J
Insurance - brokers - evidence - award of interest as damages - recoverability of interest determination on orders - first to fifth applicants (ASA Group) involved in manufacturing, selling
and installing fiberglass pools and spas - first, second, fourth and fifth applicants (collectively,
named insured) awarded $3.2m in damages for respondent's breach of general duty of care to
exercise skill and care of reasonably competent insurance broker - applicants claimed damages
for personal contributions made by sixth applicant (director and shareholder of each entity) to
ASA Group due to financial difficulties caused by under-insurance - sought to reopen case to
adduce additional affidavit evidence in support of personal contributions - sought award of prejudgment interest on awarded damages and any further damages awarded in respect of
personal contributions - applicants granted leave to reopen case to adduce further evidence reasonably foreseeable and not too remote that, if named insured were under-insured, sixth
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applicant may make personal contributions to entities to assist in continuing operation - sixth
applicant's indebtedness to bank under guarantee, but not personal indebtedness, was direct
and reasonably foreseeable consequence of ASA Group's under-insurance and resulting
financial difficulties - sixth applicant entitled to recover sum of $239,267 in damages for personal
contributions - not appropriate to make deduction from damages awarded in favour of sixth
applicant on account of any expected dividend as unsecured creditor, as likelihood of any such
dividend being paid was low and level which might be paid very modest - no basis to reduce
period of interest on account of delay by applicants in prosecuting claims, or interest rate on
account of timing of accrual of losses - named insured awarded $5,411,388, in damages and
interest - sixth applicant awarded $374,533, in damages and interest - determination made.
Adelaide (SA) Pools & Spa Manufacturing and Installation Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Thursday, 23 June 2022]
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Poem for Friday
“Hope” is the thing with feathers (314)
By: Emily Dickinson (10 December, 1830 – 15 May, 1886)
Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
Emily Dickinson https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson
Emily Dickinson Museum https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson_Museum
“Hope” is the thing with feathers, sung by Nazareth College Treble Choir, Linehan Chapel, Nazareth
College https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDlSo4hEzmE
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